
HAWK CHAIN WAX
TDS (Technical Data Sheet) 

Product and company identification:
   
Product Code - H00225
Trade Name - HAWK CHAIN WAX
Manufacturer/Supplier - Hawk Lubricants SA (Pty) Ltd
   
Address: P. O. Box 755, Cramerview, 2060
   
T: +27 11 462 1730
F: +27 11 462 1693

Description:

HAWK Chain Wax ensure optimal performance and protection on all automative chains. HAWK Chain Wax 
unique formula ensures the product penetrates the chain providing great pin and bush lubrication and 
protection from wear. HAWK Chain Wax provides great "O" and "X" ring protection. HAWK Chain Wax 
performs excellently in the most arduous conditions in both on and off-road applications. 

Performance Properties:

• HAWK Chain Wax unique formula offers superior performance.
• Great for on and off road applications.
• Penetrates and protects.
• For use on quad bikes, motorcycles, go carts and bicycles.

Directions for use:

Always shake the aerosol well before use. Ensure adequate ventilation before use. Spray HAWK Chain Wax 
directly onto the chain. Use the attached straw to ensure more accurate use. For optimal performance of 
HAWK Chain Wax ensure the chain is properly cleaned and dry before applying. Once applied wait 10 
minutes before use of the chain. 

Technical Properties:
   
Physical State  - Liquid.
Colour  - Dark Grey, with white finish when dry.
Odour  - Strong Aromatic.
pH  - not soluble in water.
Boiling Range/Point (°C)  - 60 to 120.
Flash Point (PMCC) (°C)  - < -18.
Explosion limits (%)  - 1.8 to 10.
Solubility in Water (kg/m3)  - Insoluble
Vapour pressure (kPa)  - 260 at 25 °C
Density (kg/m3)  - 730.
Flammability   - Classified as "Highly Flammable" in the EEC. See Methods A10, A12 and 

    A13 of 84/449/EEC on the Material Safety Data Sheet.
Auto-flammability (deg C)  - 370.
Viscosity (cSt)  - 25 at 25 °C.

Disclaimer:

The above information is believed to be correct but does not purport to be all inclusive and shall be used only 
as a guide. This company shall not be held liable for any damage resulting from handling or from contact with 
the above product.  HAWK Automotive products is a division of ROCOL SA (PTY) LTD.


